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FOREWORD t

This, booklet has been prepared as part of a United States Education

'Department (ED) sponsored project on evaluation in early childhood Title

I (ECT-I) programs.(7t is e of a series of resource books developed to

meet the need expressed by tate and local personnel for information to.

,_help them evaluate and improve their early childhood Title I programs.

The series describes the potential usefulness of various options in making

local decisions about program practice. It focuses on the following

questions:

Who williuse the evaluation results?

'What kinds of decision will the evaluation results be used for?

Does the importance of such use justify the cost of evaluation?

Together, the resource books address a range of issues relevan4 to the

evaluation of early childhood programs for educationally disadvantaged

children. Separately, each book focuses on a single set of problems.

The series include the following:

. EvalUating Title I. Early Childhood Programs: An Overview

Assessment in Early Childhood Education

Short-Term Impact Evaluations of Early Chil hood Title I Programs

An Introduction to the Value-Added Model

Evaluation for Improving Early Childhood Title I Programs

Longitudinal Evaluation Systems for Early Childhood Title I
Programs

Evaluating Title I Education Programs That Involve Parents

J



The resource books are not comprehensive technical manuals. Their

purpose is to help local school personnel clarify their information needs

and decide what evaluation strategies are most appropriate to meet those

needs. Additional information and technical assistance in using the var-

ious evaluation strategies available in the more technical publications

cited at the end of eash voldme and from the Technical Assistance Centers

(TACs) in the ten national regions.

These resource books and the evaluatidn approaches they describe do

not constitute a single evaluation system. Instead they represent a variety

of approaches to evaluation aimed at serving a range of information needs

at the federal, state, and local levels. This strategy has been adopted

because our study Of the feasibility of developing evaluation systems for

ECT-I programs revealed that the variety of potential uses of information

at these three levels is so great as to defy any simple, concise or unified

"answer." No single evaluation system, no matter how complex, could pos--

sibly satisfy all possible information needs (Bryk, Apling, 8 Mathews, 1978,

p. 22-27). Nevertheless, we hope that the variety of ECT-I evaluatiot

resource booklets which we have produced will help people to connect dif-

S
ferent evaluation strategies to the varieties of information neeCed to.

improve and strengthen ECT-I programs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This resource book is one of a series-designed to help directors

of early childhoo-i Title I projects evaluate and improve their programs.

Taken together, the series addresses a-variety of evaluation problems that

are unique to early childhbod programs for disadvantaged children. This

particular book, however, may be useful for other purposes as well. The

topics we discuss in this, resource book include not only how to assess

the long -term impact of your programs, but also how to develop and use
A

a longitudinal information system for a varieti of routine operations.

This dual purpose came about gradually, as the p;an forfhe book evolved,

While our original goal was to describe methods for assessing the long-,

term impact, or "sustained gains," of early childhood projects, we soon

realized-that a major part of such long-term evaluations involved develop-.

ing and maintaining'a longitudinal data base. Soon after that, we realized

that such'a data base could be useful for a variety of different purposes,

both within and outside of early childhood Title I programs. Since the

development and maintenance of such'a system depends on your particular

needs an your particular situation, we have designed the book to help

you decide what your particular information system should look like. But

once you have decided that, you may want to consult a manageMent expert,

a consultant from'your regional Title I Technical Assistance Center(TAC),

or other, more technical book's, to help you get the system going.

What exactly is a 1,dngitudinal info'rmatibn system? The term "longi-

tudinal" has two meanings. First, it can'refe'r to the length of time

records are kept on individual children; that is, you may maintain all

9
1
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data on a given chtild from the time he or she enters school until he or she

leaveg sixth grade. Such a recording system would be called "longitudinal."

`The second meaning relates to historical information. You may, for example,

,maintain data on the characteristics of all kindergarten classes over a ten-

yearepefiod. These data are also "longitudinal." The system you cholte to

develop could reflect either (or both) of these definitions. But the mare

"important term is the word "system." For longitudinal data to be useful,
4

*they must be collected and maintained systematically. That means:

Data collection is done at regular intervals

The population on whom data are collected remains the same
(i.e., "all kindergarteners," "all grade levels of a particular
group," etc.)-

The data are filed in such a way that they can be' easily
obtained when they are needed.

h a systematic longitudinal data base may not be possible in all situa-

yons. For example, if your population is, highly transient, so that you

wind up serving different children every year, you may feel that the

effort involved in creating such a system will not pay off. Or, if yr.1 have

-a very tight budget, and may have to lay off staff in the near. future,

you may mot be able.to follow through'on a system long enough for
1

-it to pay off. If you feel thesq kinds of problems will not deter

you, read on.

This resource book contains four chapters. In the first chapter,

we elaborate on the two ways in which longitudinal infOrmation systems

can be used: for assessing long-term program impact, and for heaping

with routine operations. In Chapter II, the two main types of such-sys-

tems are discussed, together with their strengths and weaknesses. Chapter

III describes how to deteimine your information needs, and Chapter
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discusses the different design features of information systems that must

be anticipated before one can be built. You may want to combine this

book with information from other sources; such as the DepartMent of

Education's Title I Policy Manual, or materials prepared by your regional

Technical Assistance Center.

ASSESSING LONG-TERM PROGRAM' IMPACT

Many, educators believe that if children's long-term academic or

social. progress is to be ,truly influericed, early assistance is necessary.

4 ,If this is the reason for establishing programs for young children, then

it is as important to assess the long-term e fects of the programs as,

the short-term. Figure 1 summarises the evalu

be asked to ass these kinds of long-term impact.

uestions that'might

A Foundation fox Future Learning

Early childhood Title I programs (ECT-I) may enable children to

acquire certain attitudes or skills that are needed in order to attain

'other skills. If so, the real effects of tlie program will be seen in

the attainment of the later skills. For example, an early program may

be designed to foster positive attitudes toward education, so 'that ,

children will be more motivated throughou,t thee school-years to study

and learn. While early evaluation may show how the program affects

children's attitudes, only later evaluation can determine whether

those attitudes lead to academic improvemeht. Bilingual programs

also illustrate the need to assess achievements that cannot be measured

until some time after the program ends. The eventual goal of many

bilingual programs may be to help children speak, read, and write

ti

at
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,Long-Term Goals ' 'Sample Questions

Providihg a

Foundation for

Future Learning

.Did the program have an immediate impact on attitudes? Did children

whose attitudes improved make'later achievement gains?

-4 Did the program have an immediate impact On 1;ilirigual children's first

language skins? Did children whose firscOanguage skills improved

later improve in English skills?

`P.

A,Prevention of

2- Future Problems

*

12

1-I814 many ECT-t-childi-en returned to Title I latex on?

Bow many ECT-I children were retained in grSde Later on?

Now ManY:ECT-I childi:en were referred to special education later on?

Sleeper Effects

I

41* '

If the program demonstrated no noticeable effects at its close, could.

,children's scores still be affected in,later grades?

Sustained Gains

4s,
To what extent are effects apparent in the spring still visible the

following falY?*

Are effeCrs still-apparent at the close of the following school year

rough several school years?

Did children'who had two years of the' program sustain their gains

longer than children who had one year?

* The 1978 Title Ii1mendmeniarequire tat evaluations be calrieckvout "over at least' a twelve-month period

in order to determine/ whether regular school. yearprograms have sustained effects over the summer"

(Sec. 124(g)(2)). These studies are tote oairied out 9t least once every three years.

,s

Figure 1: Four Assessmenfs of Long-term Impact of Early Childhood-Programs

-4
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easily in in both their first and secondylanguages; but if fa-cility with the

first language precedes instruction in xhe second language,, a short-term
N

impact study may only demonstrate ypur success in the first language.

Agairl, to evaluate the full impact of bilingual ECT-I programs, rher,

assessment is necessary.

Prevention of Future Problems

A frequent goal.pf early childhood programs is to prevent late; prob-

lems in school--such as truancy, grade retention, or even droppong out of

'high school--or the need for later services, such as special education

services or more Title I services. ECT-I programs with the goa].of pre-
16-

venting later problems may not differ in content (such as attitudes toward

learning or facility with another language) from later programs, but are

designed to give children an early start so that they can keep up with
s

otheroer children. Assessing the extent to which later rf mance is free

of problems is clearly far beyond the time frame of early childhood pro-
*

grams, and therefore requires longitudinal evaluation.

Sleeper Effects

Sometimes, early, childhood progriis have sleeper effects; that is,

children may appear not to have benefited from the program, but the pro-

gram may in fact facilitate their academic success several years hence.

4erAn evaluation that stops at t e end of the early program may thus lead to
X
the erroneous conclusion that the program was ineffective. Wh'y and when

,

sleeper effects occur is conjectural., but clearly, if they exit, longitu-

dinal evaluation is neede ?to find them.
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Sustained Gains

While some-early childhood programs show strong effects at the end of

the program, these may fade out over time. EVIntually, the children may

appear to, be no better off for the program, and may even fall behind again

as if they had never taken part in it. Finding out whether the apparent

early benefits fade over time is as important as finding out whether sleeper

effects occur. In fact; the congress recognized the,importance of investi-
a .

gating whether gains were sustained when they revised the law in 1978. The

thatregulations now require that,' at least once every three years, each project

measure children's progress over a twelve-month period. If the early

benefits fade, changes need to be-made. Longitudinal evaluation may help

-determine whether early effects last long enough to, justify their costs.

ROUTINE OPERATIONS

L
The above discussion points out the value of longitudinal information

systems for assessing the long-term impact of the program. We now turn
= 4

to the ways in which good information can contribute to a wide range of

decisions routinely made in schools.

Longitudinal information,IT definition, takes time, but it may still

o be useful for this year's decisions, and for future decisiOns, including

some that cannot be anticipate4now. Because the potential uses are dif-
.

ficult to define in, advance, and because many of them may be idiosyndratic

to particular school systems, we confine Our discussion to four major kinds

of,use, rather than specifying particular uses. .Figure .2 summarizes these

categories and gives examples of the kinds of questions that might be

asked in each. Let us consider nou how longitudinal information.might
1,1

meet some of these needs.



Routine Uses of

Longitudinal Informatipn Sample Questions--

f
Which beginning readers prepare children best for their later

Programming reading texts?

.1)Decisions Do in-claw services or pull -out programs have more "staying power"?

How does early abljlity grouping affect children later on?

Policy

DevelOpment

.Establishing

Program

Accountability

4

Decisions About,

Individual

At what age should early education programs be offered?

What eligibility criteria have the best long-term predictive
power?

Should Title I programs be offered at all age% or are they mere
effective at one age than another?

Do children who leave Title Iiie-enter the program later on? Do they enterenter special education?

What is the.academic progress of Title I children after they lelre the\program?

How often are former Title I studentsgiretained in grade? How often do theyskip grades?

'D former Title I students graduate from high scho'ol?

Are former Title I students involved in extra- ,curricular activities?

Children

Should this child be referred to s*ial education?

Should this child be taught by a different method?

Should we involve the child's'parents more than we have?

17
16

Figure 2: Routine Uses of Lon itudinal Informa
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Programming Decisions

This category refers to decisions about the content or organization

of instruction, which for the most part affect what happens inside

the classrooms. They include decisions about curricula, teaching methods,

and grouping strategies.

If early, hildhood programs are to be improved, you must know What

they are like currently. Information about the nature and intensity of

Title I services provided each year , for example, offers a starting point

for analysis. Since class sizes and Title I budgets may change from year

to year, the intensity of services offered to children may also change.

Even within One year, services vary from classroom to classrooM or building

to building. Accurate data on what is available can contribute to dis-,

,,cussions about more equitable or more efficient distribution of resources

and to decisions about changing the general structure of the program.

One sthool district, for example, discovered .that- because staffing

patterns had remained relatively stable for several years while the popu-

-
lati,on of needy families had relocated, the case loads for social workers

,

were quite uneven. Whereas one school had three social workersjor
/

100

children, another had only one. These inequities appeared only when an

information system was developed. Similar discrepancies may lie found in

the availability of teacher aides, particularly of unpaid parent volunteers.

Comparisons across buildings may help pinpoint other imbalances - -say

variations in parent involvement. While such information does not suggest

a remedy, it at'least identifies an area for progyam improvement efforts.

Fur er investigations may suggest way's to increase parent involvement-

changing the times when the Parent Advisory Council normally meets, to

avoid conflict with a popular neighborhood actnit: ensuring,that

Is .
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9

form-letter invitatiAs in a non-English-peaking neighborhood are not

sent in English, and the like.

When information on services is combined with information on

children's academic progress, comparisons across buildings may contribute '

to unders anding the relative benefits of different service delivery sys-

tems. Such comparisons must be made with care, however, since a variety

of other events also contribute to children's achievement.

Information qn services that is tied to financial or staffing data

can give a fairly complete description of the Trogram, and thus suggest

areas where costs could tie reduced without influencing the services pro-

vided, or where resources could be moce fairly distributed. Of, course',

if children in different classrooms or buildings have different neds-for

services, this must be taken into account.

Finally, full descriptions of the services provided at each grade will

show the extent to whi h successive educational experiences build on earlier

ones, rather that-1. repea g lessons, skipping lessons, or haphazardly

changing formats. The .data can indicate, for example, that some children

received the same instruction in first grade as in kindergarten, simply

because the first-grade teacher did not know what was offered in the Irtle

I kindergarten program. Or they may suggest that some children have moved

from highly structured prograMs to open classrooms (or the rexerse),

simply because of anomalies in the placement proCe,Fs. Knowledge of

continuity between Title I and other programs may be especially useful

in designing Title I programs to prepare children for their later educa-

tional experiences.
A

13
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There i7a variety of ways, then, in which full and accurate informa-

tion can as program planning. And longitudinal information adds

the dimensio of time to the possibilities for analysi. Variations in

services offered over the years may, for example, reveal gradual shifts

in program emphasis or in parent participation that otherwise might not

be noticed. Good ideas put into practice by someone who has since_leftthe

staff might be forgotten if not recorded. Longitudinal data provide an

F
"institutional memory" that extends beyond the memories of staff members

who come and go.

Policy Development

Whereas we have used the term programming decisions for decisions about

how best to offer services to children, we use the term policy development

to refer to other decisions about wbo should receive the services, what

ages should they be served, what should be the eligibility criteria, and

so on. Longitudinal information would not only provide useful descriptiOns,

of the student body, but might also demonstrate the relative success or

lack of success of prior policies. Indeed, an institutional memory

may be even more useful In the. policy sphere than in program planning.

policies must be continually revised to meet changing social values, chang-

ing bureaucratic or budgetary constraints, and changing community needs.

At.the same time, the ways in which they affect children must be under-

stood if policies areto be improved. Without an institutional memory,

a policy once adopted and rejected as inappropriate may he adopted and

rejected again, for the same reasons. Suppose, for example, that a certain

test is'usefl tordetermine children's eligibility for service. because

it seems to be especially appropriate for young children andis easy to

/20



administer; but that it is later discovered that the test missed several

needy children. Four years later, a new program director might try the same

test again if he or she has no access to information regarding its earlier use.

Institutional memory apart, information on the later academic success

of children who took part in early childhood Title I programs is of great

importance for judging program success. Considerl,for example, the staff

in one school district who thought their early childhood program quite

successful until they learned that their third graders were having serious

reading problems. Because the district had a relatively-transient populd-

tion, and because, there were no'longitudinal records,on the'children who had

been in the early childhood program, the staff did not knOw which third graders

had participated in the program and lihich had not. Longitudinal records of

children's progress, then, could guide policy makers who must decide such

matters as whether funds would be better spent in early childhood or in

lateT programs.

Since differences among groups of children could stem from many. causes

other than'earl childhood programs, information about these differences

can be useful for policy development. A technique often used by insurance

companies is that of developing actuarial tables. No causal inferences

ate overtly drawn from the tables, but they are nevertheless used to

establish rpte policies. In the case of automobile insurance, for exampl,g.

accident rates are maintained separately for males and females, persons

under 25 and over 25) and so on. In-as similar vein, actuarial tables

may be-useful to educators. For example, if truancy rates vary by sex or

neighborhoOd, that fact may help in interpreting the'ppparent success or

lack of success of programs. Similarly, tables.:oewJerage reading achiqyement

4.4
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at each grade, for children with different language or family-income back-

grounds, may suggest what policy makers can reasonably expect as "baseline"

performance. These tabled function essentially like local norm groups,

but as many different categories of students can be developed as are

_needed to fit your local population. Longitudinal information can be

especially.useful for infrequent events such as grade skips or retentions.

The system allows'data to accumulate ovr a
s
long time, until enough different

children have skipped grades. or been retained in ptades that oatterrs can to seen

Program Accountability

We use the term accountability to refer to situations in Which data

may not lead to particular decision, yut are nonetheless useful in justi-

fying the program to parents, the community at large, or the funding .0
4 0

agency. Both immediate and long-termprogram,effects are an important

part Of accountability. Longitudinal inf6rmation suggesting that program

-participants maintain heir academic progress relative to their" non-dis-

advantaged peers- provides strong evidence'of program success. And an

informationystem c ;n contain much more than test scozes: it can

also show how often children enter and leave Title I programs throughout

their academic career, how many of them are retained in grade or referred to

special education programs at some point, and how many have.histories of

truancy or of exceptional academic progress.

When the program goal is to prevent the need for later services,

these data are valuable evidence of program effects.* If the evidence

suggests that success has notbeen significant, the- "data may be used to

* Provided that the criteria for receiving those services have not change.!

over time.
0
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revise policies regarding when and to whom services should be provided,

by'Whey goals are framed in terms of achievement, longi dinal information

can indicate variations in test scores across grade levels, across subjects,

or across children who have entered school at different ages.

The data can be summarized in various ways, depending on the audience.

Parents, for example, may be more interested in truancy and academic prog-

ress, while funding agencies may want to know how frequently children who

have been in the'earlv childhood program return to Title I later on. Annual

progress may te summarized for children with and without the early child....

hood program, children with one year or two years of the program, Spanisht-

speaking versus English-speakinghildren, and the like.

Decisions about Individual Children

Teachers, guidance counselors, and other staff wemb6rs make daily

decisions about individual children: to try different instructional strate-

gies or seating arrangements, to retain children in grade, or to refer

them to special education. Often such decisions are based primarily on

the staff member's own immediate knowledge of the'child, with only sketchy

information on the child's previous educational experience. Knowledge of

which programs have been tried, whether the child has exhibited/academic,

behavioral, or truancy problems in the past, or what the academic-success

of his or her siblings has been may assist in these decisions.

Decisions about individual children are not confined to teachers.

One school distiict recentlyeset up descriptive files of all children

receiving special education and discovered that several of them had IQ

scores in the 90s or even over 100! Since the scores were from tests

given several years earlier, the placement teams.had not known about them

63
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when they placed the children. The data allowed the program director to

identify children who needed to be re-evaluated.

PROBLEMS IN INTERPRETING LONGITUDINAL INFORMATION

The vaiue of early childhood Title I educational experiences lies

1\
in their connection to ter experiences, so much so that it would be

difficult to separate the ffects of one frQ,the other. How, then, can

..) one estimate the contribution of the early experiences? Each child's

e
education consists of, continuous experiences,' and his or her success at

2

any given time reflects the influence. Of the whole series. This fact

makes it difficult to interpret Children's test scores.

Thee are other sources of difficulty in interpretation. One of these

relates to the tests themselves. While the desire for longitudinal informa-

tion may stem fry a theory of child development, or a recognition of the

relationship between early and later experiences, available tests.may not

have been developed on that basis. Their content may change from grade tO

grade to accommodate naturally occurring curriculum. changes across grades,

but their score scales are rarely Zieveloped by actually testing the same

group of children over time. Instead,' the first-grade test is standard-

ized. on first-grade children, the second-grade test is simultaneously

standardized on second graders, and so on. If, for some reason, fewer

Title I children were included in the norming samples in one-grade than in

others, the scores of your Title I children relative to the "norm" may

appear to change suddenly. Such changes would he due not to the actual

educational experiences of your children, but to change in the group to

whom they are being compared. Tests must therefore be selected not on'y

to match the curriculum over the several years of the study, but also

with an eye toward how changes in scores will he interpreted.

A.,94
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Interpretation of test scores may also be confusing becai3se

events have influenced children's attainment which were not tart of
. .

the planned educational experiences, or because of historical changes

in the- programs themselves which are forgotten and therefore do not

enter into thesinterpretation or children's late

/
attainment. Longitudi-

nal information is ofqn interpreted under the assumption that the se-
,

quenCe of programs expeLenced by each wave of children is essentially

the same. .1n fact, class sizes change -with rises ,and declines in school

enrollment; text looks change as new editions come out; teaching styles

change as teachers mature or change jobs; and the children them.selves

change over time, as their mothers' do or do not t-work outside t home and

as other influences, such as televisiOn programming, change. Unles your

longitudinal Information system somehow takes historical eventinto

account, the data may be erroneously interpreted.

Finally, since children may enter and leave the Title IApgram in the

course of their education, and since many Agin leave the scill system

altogether while othei's transfer 'into your schools from other districts,

'Information neglecting these changes'may be difficult to interpret.

SUMMARY

This chapter has described in broad terms'the two mtrin uses of longi-.

tudinal information systems: assessing the long-term impact of early

-childhood programs, and contributing to routine decisions. In each case,

the variety of suggested uses implies that such information systems would

be valuable. The applications of longitudin.11 information are summarized

in Figures 1 and 2. We have also seen that for several reasons the informa-

tion may be difficult to.interpret. Thelfmainder of this resource hook
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will be deftted to more pragmatic concerns of developing and using an

information system.
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II. TWO KINDS OF LONGITUDINAL INFORMATION SYSTEM

There are two general"Strategies for developing longitudinal informa-

tion systems. Each has its own strengths and` weaknesses, and the two

differ in their appropriateness to different situations. Fot convenience.

we label these two strategies controlled studies and descriptive studies,

to reflect one of the main differences in the two approaches: control.

Whereas the first strategy entails care control over which children

receive which educational experiences the second allows children to, be

-assigned to programv!in routine ways. There are other differences, too.

"Control" means that children are assigned to different prograMming arrange-

ments systematically, so that specific questions such as "what ;)auld hap-

pen if. . ." can be answered. Description, on the other hand, does not

entail, such controls, and so cannot providespecifio,answers; but it may

provide useful insights into a number of different qu,pstions. And this

leads to a third difference in the two strategies: the descriptive

system, in its relatively broad scope and flexibility, is more appropri-

ate for exploration, whereas the controlled study of groups permits strong

inferences to be drawn, from the data analyses. That is, the latter

frees you from nagging questions-about alt native explanations for observed

differences among &Ailieps. With these differences clearly in mind, let

us consider each approach in more detail.
s

GONTROLLED STUDIES

k. Controlled studies allow direct comparisons across groupsof children

who have hardifferent educational experiences. For example, one group

may follow a.CLISTAR-Program while another uses, say,'SullIvan readers.. Or

one group may take part in preschool ptograms at ages three and four, another

27
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only at age four, and a,t4iird let Until kindergarten. The comparisons

of interest must be specified ahead of time so that services and children

'can be arranged to allow comparison.

Figure 3 displays several aspects of an ideal controlled study of

a one-year program. First, a population is identifiedchildren eligible

for an early childhood Title I program, for example. Next, a sample is

randomly selected from this population and randomly assigned to a program

group or a comparison group. These groups may participate in two different
446

kinds of program; or if funds are scarce, one group may take part in the

program while the comparison group does not. Each group can be tested

before the program begins (time 1), but need not be. At the end of the

program (time 2), all groups are tested, and testing continues for all

groups over a period of time (time 3, 4, . . .) as children continue

through school. Finally, those children who leave the program early,for

any reason are followed over time and tested at the same specified inter-

vals. This is crucial to later interpretatio'n of the data. If the drop-

outs are random, they are not likely to cause any differences later

between program and comparison groups. If they are somehow different from

those who stay (for example, tend to come from poorer 'lies), then

ilkcomparisons of the remaining groups may lod difficult t o' nterpret.

If the

1, 2, 3, . .

program and comparison group members are

. , the immediate and long-term pr gram

pared at times

effects can be

It is highly desirable to have a series of measures for which results

can be expressed in.the same.way, such as in percentile ranks. That

is, the same or comparable tests or measurement techniques should be

used throughout the study. These measures should be able to show growth

across the years, and if possible, relative standing at any given time.
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examined. In addition, comparing immediate and long-term effects will

demonstrdie whether short-term gains are sustained and whether long-term

sleeper effects have occurred. The 5x.i.Ance is strong because of the

control, over the study; the program experience should be the only difference

betWeen final'program group ana.comparison group. Thug, any gains of the pro-

gram group vis -a -vis the comparison group must be due to the program.

An Example

Louise Miller and Jean Dyer (1975) compared four different Head Start

programs as they affected disadvantaged children. Four-year-olds were

randomly assigned to the different programs and attended them for one

year. Miller and Dyer added a group of comparison children who had no

He4it Start experience. Head Start children were given a battery of tests

when they entered the preschool programs, and they and the comparison

children were reMarly tested from entry to kindergarten through the

end. of the second grade.

In addition to randomly assigning children to programs, these evalu-

ators took care to equate their groups on a number of other conditions,

such as the kind of grade-school programs children went into after Head

Start, and the general quality of the buildings in the schools the

children attended. They also videotaped the classes, not only in Head Start

but in kindergarten and first grade as well, to be sure that the programs

were carried out as they had been planned. Clearly, this example of a

controlled gtQup comparison is one of 'considerable complexity, thoroughness,

and cost. Just as clearly, the care paid off in complete and interpretable

findings
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If controlled comparisons of grOups can be done, they can provide

strong and convincing evidence of both short- and long-term program

effects, No doubt, however, you are already listing reasons why this

strategy is not practical. In addition to the problem of costs, find-

ing and maintaining a comparison group may be difficult if not impossible.

Randomly assigning children eligible for Title I to program and non-

program groups may not be legal, since the programs are mandated to serve

the neediest children. Some program directors may be genuinely interested

in the relative benefits of two alternative programs, however, and for them

Of'
controlled comparisons may be possible, since'each program can serve as a

comparison for the other. But for most, the 4uestion of real interest

is "early program versus no early program " - -a comparison that is almost

impossible to make. by randomly assigning children to groups. Moreover,

locating any non-program comparison group, especially for prekindergar-

ten programs, can be difficult, because parents will not be eager to

allow testing and oloervation of their children without receiving program

benefits. Although this is not as severe a prOblem with kindergarten or

first-grade programs, for which there is an available pool of Children

not in Title I programs, random assignment of those eligible for Title

I may still not be possible. And children who were not eligible for Title

I will provide no clear evidenct of how those who were woultillhave done

over-time in the absence of the Title I program. Finally, if the compari-

son group is in school, it cannot be said that it follows no program,

for many of its members may be in other compensatory programs, some quite

similar to Title I. There is a need, then, to define chat kind of 'educa-

tipnal program, can be considered a "no-progran," experienke that 'could he

meaningful to compare to the Title I experience.

32
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Attrition may also make controlled studies less feasible. If the

attrition rate differs for the program and comparison groups, and if the

difference cannot be attributed to chance, then observed differences in

outcomes may be due to differences in the children rather than the pro-

grams. If loss is random--that is, if the final sample'is not signifi-

cantly different from the dropouts--attrition is only a technical problem.

DESCRIPTIVE STUDIES

In many cases, a simpler descriptive approach more readily fits

the realities of early childhood Title I programs. Since ECT-1 children

are selected because of educational need, random assignment, as we have

said, is generally impractical, if not illegal. Descriptive systems do

not require random selection or assignment of children to programs; they

just follow up whoever was selected. In addition, using the same or

comparable measures over time may not be possible, given the range of

program goals for different age groups. Descriptive systems do not re-

quire the'same or comparable measures. Finally, the descriptive system

can portray the actual educational programs that children take part in over

time, and so provide a complete knowledge of both program experiences and

academic progrtss.

Because systems can_be designed in different ways to meet diffeTent

information needs, there is no "ideal" descriptive system. Figure 4

indicates the groups on whom data could be collected if the sysiem spanned

several school years (grade k through 6). Even more groups could be

defined, since each wave of children may contain several different sub-.

groups: English- or Spanish-speaking;, children with or without Head Start

experience; children with or without early childhood Title I programs;

33
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Wave
Year

1

3

4

5

6

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986,

k 1 2
i
3 4 5`.- 6

k I 2 3 4 5

k 1 2 3 a

.
k 1 2 3

k 1 2

k

Figure 4: Different Groups of Children in a Longitudinal
Descriptive Information System
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children who did or did not drop out of those pygrams, and so forth.

fhe data maintained could also include achievement test scores, teacher

ratings, grades, attendance, assignments to special education, grade

retentions, or re-entries to other Title I programs.

An Example

Lazar-et al. (1977) analyzed the descriptive information available,

on a project in Vineland, New Jersey. Their analysis shows how a com-

parison group can easily be added to a longitudinal descriptive informa-

tion systerrb and illustrates the usefulne6Of.program outcome measures

such as assignmerit to special education and grade retention. The partici-

pants in this program, much like ECT-I children,, were the highest-risk

children; thus no similar group could have been found for comparison.

The researchers therefore decided to compare the children in the program

to the gqneral school population, represented by a random sample from the

previous year's first-grade classes. This sample, of course, included

middle-class as well as lower-class children. To compensatt for the

higher percentage of Spanish-surnamed children in the program group than

in the general school population, 36-additional Spanish-surnamed children

were selected randomly from the previous first-grade group. This, the re-

searchers claimed, compensated for ethnic and social classj differences.

Two comparisons were then made. First, the program children %%Pre

"compared to the random sample of the general school population', exclud-

ing the 36 Spanish-surnamed children. Then, the Spanish-surnamed program

children were compare4 to the sample of Spanishlrsurnamed children in

tile general school population, including both those in the first sample

and the 36 additional children (p. 70).

v5
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Tables 1 and 2 illustrate groupdiffer.ences in grade retention and

in assignment to special education. Since statistical tests assume ran-

dom assignment, they are not appropriate for these comparisons; but fre-
.

quencies and percentages alone can be useful. For example,:Spanish-sur-

named children are retained in grades at a higher rate than other chil-

dren; this seems to warrant further investigation. And program children

are more likely to be assigned to special classes. This could mean that

they need further help, or that there is bias in the special-education

assignment system.

The descriptive longitudinainformation system clearly differs

from the controlled strategy described earlier, and therefore cannot

be expected to provide the same amount kinds of information. Most

significantly, the descriptive study cannot be'used to infer that ob-

served differences in children accomplishments were caused by the pro7

gram, since too many other contributions are left uncontrolled. But

it can, for example,-describe the conditions of ECT-1 graduates. Do

these children remain in Title I programs? Do they leave Title I only

to be cycled back in later? Do they end up ip other compensatory pro-

grams? Or.do they enter and continue through regular education programs?

Descriptive information can also tell you how many of your second- or

third - graders participated in the early childhood program, how many of

them transferred into your scho 1 district, and even how often children's

absences contribute to missing da

But the descriptive study, like the controlled study, has its own

difficulties and requires a substantial commitment of time and skills,

as well as continuity of -staff for maintenance. in addition, since its
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Tab 1r 1

The Effects of the Micro- Social'Learning System on Grade Failure

Program Children vs. General School Population

Not Retained Retained Total

Program N
% of Program

General Population N
% of General

Population

Total

132 62 194
(68.0%). (32.0%) (100%)

66

(65.3%)

198

35

(34.7%)

97

101

(100%)

295

Spanish-Surnamed Program Children vs. Spanish-Surnyd School Population

Not Retained Retained Total

Program N
% of Program

Population'N
% of Population

Total

80 19 119

(67.2%) (32.8%) (100%)

23 39 62

(37.1%) (62.9%) (100%)

103 78 181

(Source: 'Lazar, 1977, p. 80)

* This was the name of the program developed for the children.
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Table 2

The Effects of the Micro-Social*Learying System
on Assignment to Special Education

-Program Children vs. General School Population

Not in Special

Education

In Special

Education
Total

Program N 169 27 196

% of Program (86.2%) (13.8%) ,(100%)°

General Population N 95 6 101

% of General (94.1%) (5.9%) . (100%)

Population

Total 264 33 - 297

Spanish-Surnamed Program Children vs. Spanish-Surnamed School Population

Not in Special
Education

In Special
Education

Total

Program N

% of Program

Pophlation N
% of Population

foital

/

104

(86.)%)

54

(87.1%)

158

17

(14.0%)

8

(12.91(

25

121

q100%)

0
62

(100%)

183

(Source: Lazar, 1977, p. 81)

tJ c.)

* This was the name of the program developed for the children.

1
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benefits derive from its ability to contribute to ongoing hypothesi,s

testing and problem solving, it is only as good as the descriptive inform -

ation it contains.

SUMMARY AND.COMPARISON

We have outlined two different kinds of longitudinal information
.

system, the controlled study and the descriptive study. Each has

advantages and disadvantagts. The controlled study requires great care

in selecting the educational experiences that could meaningfully be 'coM-

pared with Title I experiences, and in manipulating children'slplacements

so that the comparisons are valid while the:Title I rules are honored.

The descriptive study, on the other handrequiresmaintenance of quite

a bit more information, since you do not know in advance what kinds of

comparison will be useful later\on. It could eventually be mbre costly

and mare complex to manage.

Generally speaking, the controlled study is better suited to assess

melt of long-term benefits of early childhood programs; since it compares

the achievement of children'with and without the program; whilNfie

descriptive study is better suited for routine operations, slice it can

provide information not only on outcomes, but also on other aspects of

children and on program characteristics as well. But this distinction

is not absolute, In the controlled study, several kinds 'of information

need to be retained, including data on the characteristics of children

who remain in the program and of those who leave, so the information sys-

tem developed mdy turn out to be useful for other purposes as well. And

descriptive-studies may enhance your understanding of long-term program

benefits, provided conclusions are carefully drawn. The next chapter

discusses in greater detail how you can determine your own information needs.

33
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III. DEFINING YOUR INFORMATION NEEDS

Both types of longitudinal informatiori system described in Chapter
, -

Two require a great dearof planning!Iif they are
.

to be useful for the:

Purposes we have discussed.
. Because such systems can easily become too'

large to be manageable, one'of the most important parts of planning is

to decide exactly what information you will need. This chaptey provides

a number of exercises to help you do that. Th are divided into three

stages: getting started, expand'ing, and compromising. The two getting

started exercises involve deciding who will use your information system

and determining how they will use it. When you finiih these exercises,

you should have a set of "wish lists" of information different people

would like to have. The next stage consists of expanding those lists

by considering all sorts of other information that you might, need to

interpret the data on your original wish lists. By the time you finish

this stage, your list of possible information should be quite long--too

long, in faot. Then you need to start the third stage, which consists

' of compromising. To help you with your compromises, we provide a number

of tables you can use to list and compare all your possible types of

information, that you can choose those that will be most feasible for

you to collect.

GETTING STARTED

Since information can be used by many people and in many,ways, the

.\
first step in developing your stem is to determine who will be the

.0

primarY4Isers and what will be the primary uses.

. 40
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Identifying ilsers

Different people in the district have different information needs

and may require information at different times. Guidance counselors,

for example, are more likely to want data on individual children than

aggregates of data. Teachers may also want data on individual children,

and occasionally. on class al/ea-ages. Principals may be more interested

in data on the children in their buildings than onFthose in the

district, while program directors and other district administrators may

need aggregate& data on all children.

It may not be possible to develop a single system that responds to

all these needs. If data are stored longitudinally -by child, aggregations

across Children may be more difficult; if they are stored by grade level,

it will be difficult to reconstruct a'file on an individual child.

The question of who will use the system influences more than just

the way theainformation is organized. If more than one person has access

to the files, safeguards for maintaining confidentiality must be built
41.

into the system, and each user must be trained in how the system is

organized and how to find the information he or she needs.

'I've fact that different people may want different kinds of information

need not mean that the system must exclude some possible users. Yet attempt-

ing to serve all potential users may not be the best solution, since a compro-
.

mise, may mean that no one can easily get the information needed. One reason-
,

able alternative may be to maintain two sets of files--one with longitu-

dinal data on individual children, and another with aggregates of

data maintained for making comparisons or reporting general statistics to

41
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the parents and the community. is is not such a monumental task as it

might seem. The raw data (test booklets, teacher ratings, program enroll-

ment data) are available anyway, and can easily be filed in one system,

while the scores from these data can be summarized in another system.

Identifying Uses

-)
Earlier, we described four broad categories of use (policy development,

accountability, program decisions, and decisions about individual children)

for descriptive information systems, and suggested various kinds of comparison

for which the systems are suitable.' Since different uses imply slight differ-

ences in system organization and information to be collected, it might be use-

(ful to rank-order the comparisons in terms of the likelihood that you would want
fr

to make them, or in terms of the relative value they would have for you.

One way to sort out uses is to review instances in which people wished

they had had more information. The following situations, for example, may

have 1 d to that wish.

A visit by a Title I program re-View team

Preparation of the last Title I grant proposal

A school board budget-making meeting

Negotiations with the teachers' union

A visit from the state education agency

A conflict between the Title I director and the director of
special education programs

A local newspaper report on the school district

A PAC debate

A decision on staff of textbook changes.

42
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It may be helpful to ask several people who were involved in these events

to list informataiithey wish they had had, or, if they can, to outline tables

showing hcir they would like to have seen it displayed.

Once you have detemmined who will be the primary users.of

the inaltmaiion System., how they would use it, and what information they

needed during recent critical events, you will already have developed a

good-sized list of potentially useful information. But to make that infor-

mation as useful as possible, you may need to expand it further. The next

section discusses some ways to anticipatethe need for ancillary information.
-

''''
.-,

EXPANDING

Upon reviewing different "wish lists," you may discover that information

is often wanted for comparisons such as those made when assessing long-term

program impact. That is, people may want to know whether this eligibility

criterion picks up more needy children thgn that one, whether Spanish-
,

speaking children benefit from the program as much as English-speaking child-

ren, or what the additional'bengfits of a.summer program are relative to the

regular school-year program.

But wiless these comparisons are based on controlled studies, they

6,

cannot lead to sound.conclusions about why things look the way they do. For

example, since many things can 'influence children's academic progress,

differences between children who have participated in the early childhood

program and those who have noticannot be attributed solely to the program.

they may have been there earlier, or be due to post-program experiences.

4
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For any comparison that can be made, there are several plausible explanations

for observed differences. If you can anticipate comparisons you will want

to make; you can design your information system accordingly--to control

children's assignments, or to include descriptive information that may help

you interpret uncontrolled comparisons. Let's consider several kinds of. .

comparison that could be made, to see how planning can make them more

useful.

Program vs. No Program

Suppose children who were in early childhood Title I programs are tested

on reading compTihension'at the end of third grade, ?lid that the scores

lowerjthan those of children who have never had Title I services. Can he

infer that the lower scores are due to the program, that children are bet

ter off without it? Certainly not, for the program children diffefed in

several ways from the non-program children:

They were behind academically when they first started school

Many of their families may be poorer, and may not be able to
provide as many stimulating' experiences to their children as
other families can

They,,puy be more likely to have single parents and to be cared
for during the day by their grandparents.

If you know that you will want to make, such a comparison, you can do
4

one or both of two things in advance to help you interpret it: you
.

can control

asgignments to the program, so that the two groups are more similar; andin

can collect and maintain information on the characteristics, of the two groups,

so that you will knew exactly how the groups differ. Since Title I services

4

ti
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must be provided to the neediest childten, you cannot randomly assign chil- 4'

dren to program and no-program groups. But you may be able to identify otherr

groups of children who are similar: poor children who are less educationally

disadvantaged, or higher-income children 4e other schools who are equally

educationally disadvantaged. Neither group offers a perfectcomparison, of

course, so information about theiri/characteristics, as well as about those of

the Title I children, should be maintained. The important poiht here is to

identify the comparison group in advance, and to collect infofmation about

it in advance.

Program vs. No Program: Title 1 Eligibility

As data are being-collected, it may become apparent that some of the

children were eligible for the program, but for various administrative reasons
$

were never identified or served. If you are operating a preschool program,

or example, your screening procedures may not have found all eligible child-

* ren. Although this would normally occur only rarely, the existence of even a

handful of such children may be enormously useful for comparison purposes,

since their backgrounds are probably more like those of children in the program

than are the backgrounds of children who are not. Such children may invite

frequent comparisons and ready interpretation of observed differences, even

though they are not really the same as those who took part in the program. One

must ask why these children were overlooked initially. Are their families nor(

out of touch with the school? ore leery of educators? Do they live iA

different neighborhoods? Speak different languages' Though it may be hard
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to determine how served and eligible unserved children differ, these dif-

ferences must be sought out, for they, could influence the educational pro-

cess as well. This information could also become a part of the longitudi-

nal information system: and may be useful not only for interpreting compari-

sons between children in and outsi e the program, butalso for improving the

process of identifying eligible ch ldren.

Programs in Different School Buildings

rell

If the program is offered in more than o e building, progra7 results

from one building to the next may be of in rest, But children in different

buildings may vary in many other ways. Each building may serve a different

neighborhood, and each neighborhood may have its own cultural values and

attitudes toward education. /7

Since children in all schools for which outcomes are to be comparTi are

receiving Title I servicesst they can, in principle at least,,be randomly

assigned to schools. But random assignment may not be practical, since

it would entail busing children away from their neighborhood schools. If,404

no special assignment procedures are used, comparisons of program effects

in different schools should include the same information on background

characteristics as do comparisonsof program vs. no-program.

Furthermore, ift-he comparison is of interest because of known dif-

ferences in programs, then you should also keep information on the nature of
t

the different programs. Was the program in one building changed so that

it would better meet the needs of children in that neighhorhbod' Hot, (1"'

Or were new materials simply placed there to try them out' If so. hhy

4c
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in thi's building and not another? Is there a teacher there who advocated

these materials? If so, the differences in outcomes may reflect the teacher's

zeal more than the effect of the materials.. Finally, the buildings themselves

may sliffer--one has larger rooms, one is newer, one is designed for open

classrooms while another has seats bolted to the floor, one has a library,

and so forth.

These slight differences betyeen neighborhoods, or between program

characteristics from building to building, may be difficult to document and

maintain.in an, information system, but they will prove to be enormously use-

.

ful to those who wish to interpret comparisons of child outcomes across

1
school buildings.

Waves of Children

If the program changes over time, or if it was only recently initiated,

it may be useful to compare the academic progress of different waves of ghil-

dren, sincNthey will have had different program experiences. But just as

,other comparison sic an be interpreted in several ways, so can comparisons

Of waves. Unless the district has introduced a new desegregation program,

one wouldn't expect the population to change too radically from year to year.

but other events could occur that would affect these children:

Local employment rates may rise or fall rapidly if a large

company obtains or loses a major colotract

A new public television station may bring educational pro-

grams such as Sesame Street and The Electric Company into

range

A lengthy teacher strike may deprive different waves of

different ,educational experiences

An historical event such as a rocket launching or an elec-

tion may alter curricula so that some waves are taught

more current events and less standard curriculum than

others.

4
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Once again, these variobs.influences may be difficult to afticipate or to

document; but including such Oformation in the system may be a great help

in interpreting cross-wave comparisons.

Age or Grade Level

A major advantage of longitudinal information 'systems is that they allow

children's academic progress to be tracked over time. Do the early program

effects last? Do scores rise temporarily, only to fall later On? Of course,

all children's scores go up over time, so progress is usually measured rela-

tive to that of some other group of children -- children in your district, or chil-

dren in the norming group on which the test scores were developed. Longitu-0,

dinal questions, then, tend to be phrased as, "Were the differencei between

Title I children and the total school population larger at the end of first

grade than at the'end of fourth grade?" Interpretation of these comparisons*

requires just as much knowledge of the comparison groups of children as any

other comparison does. If program children are being compared on first-
/

grade versus fourth-grade standard scores in Leading comprehension, then the

characteristics of the norming sample should be compared with the character;

istics of'your program children. What is their family-income? How many had

only one parebt? What wave were they in, and how might that wave differ

from that of your program children?

In addition to differences between groups, differences in tests used

at different times may also affect these comparisons.. For example, the

first- and fourth-grade reading tests may differ on any of the

Emphasis on word recognition vs. sentence comprehension

o Test reliability

4 0
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o'Time needed to take the,test

Oral vs. written test-taking in truction \d/'

Match between content of test items and curriculum

Qualifications or experience of the test` administrator.

Since all of these,differences among tests could affect children's scores,

they should be taken into account in interpreting cross-age or cross-grade

comparisons. This will be easier if the peculiarities of each test and

each test administrator are documented and placed in the information system

as they are met, so that they are not forgotten later when the comparisons .arc

made.

Attrition

If the community population is highly transient, you may need to know

the nature and extent of attrition.in your programs, as well as the charac-

teristics of children who leave compared with those who stay. That information

can be used for program planning, but, is also espe'cially helpful when other

compa'risons are interpreted. Suppose you are looking at fifth-grade achipte-

ment scores in,schools with'and without early childhood Title I programs.

How many of the children in Title I schools actually had the early childhood

program? In a highly transient community, there may be few uhp did, and that

is worth knowing.

Summary

Since we cannot list all the ancillary information that you might need

for your population and your evaluation questions, we have tried instead to

provide examples of how such information may be used to interprefdifferent

comparisons. You may easily think of other kinds-of information that you

might need's to interpret comparisons of particular interest to your part iculir

Title I early childhood program. But you may also feel lac you can't

. 4D
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possibly collect all this information. The next section suggests ways to

select those pieces of information that will be of most help to you.

COMPROMISING

Once you have completed your starting and expanding exercises,

you shay find that your list "T. potentially useful information is

quite long. Tables 3 and 4 list a variety of kinds of information

that might be useful, but only as examples. Your exercises may lead

you to several others. Once you have your ideal "wish list," you need

to find ways to pare it down to a list of things on which you can

really collect data.

The information people would like to have is often not easy to obtain.

For example, one may wish to know how frequently children have trouble with

school, whether that trouble is in their academic progress or in their atti-

tudes toward education. The concept of "having trouble" is a broad one, but

several indicators of trouble may be available: tardiness, truancy, referral

to the principal's or counselors office,,grade retention, and referrals to

special education; are all indicators of trouble, just as are test scores,

grades, and behavior rating scales or checklists. Similarly, "success"

may be measured by test scores, participation
in extra-curricular activities,

winning prizes, or being on the honor roll.

Whereas a review of recent situations in which information was needed

may yield examples of ideal information, it is equally important to deter-

mine the best indicators of each ideal. This is true even of more readily

agreed upon concepts such as achievement, which could be measured by

criterion-referenced tests, teacher-made tests, grades, pages completed

in woribooks, writing samples, and number of objectives maste.god.

Thus, two steps are needed: to define the ideal information,
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Table 3

Kinds of Student Information That Could Be Catalogued

In a Longitudinal Information System

Student Status

Age

Age at entry to school

Address

4) Parent income and education

Race*

Second language

Health impairment (e.g., asthma, diabetes)

Number of adults in the home

Number of siblings; their ages, grades

Title ,.eligibility, by year

Presence in Title I programs, by year*

Whether student dropped out of Title 1 mid-year .

Test scores or grades, by year*

Teacher ratings, by year

Attendance

Grade retentions or skips

Presence in special education programs, by year

s Extra-curricular activities, by year

Honors or awards

Test Score Data

Content

Match between 'content,end curriculum

Test-taking skills required

Norm group average income

Norm group cohort

Average family size of norm group

Already required for Title I reports 51
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Table 4

Kinds of Program Information That Could Be Catalogued

In a Longitudinal Information System

Title I Services

Classroom

Curriculum, by year*

Individual/small group/large group instruction

Use of aides

Number of days/year, by year

Number of hours/weekby year

Class size

Mean class ability

Parent participation in class*

Parent attendance in PAC*

Parent attendance at teacher-parent meetings

Other special services available

Ratio of service providers to children*

Unusual curriculum changes that reflect current
events (e.g., a rocket launch, an assassination)

Unusual events that modified service delivery
(e.g., a flood, a teacher strike)

Finances

Cost of teachers

Cost of workbooks

Cost of consultants, itinerant
teachers, etc.

Cost of special equipment

Cost of miscellaneous-materials

Cost of overhead

Cost of administration

Staff

Teacher age, years experience,
education

Aide age, years experience,
education

Itinerant teacher age, years
experience, education

*Already required for Title I reports
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and to define the indicators that may be used to provide insight into the

concepts of interest. Let us review some methods for selecting among the

kinds of information listed in Tables 3 and 4 that You.can afford to col-

, (-2-.
lect and maintain.

Choosing Influences on Outcomes

Earlier, we pointed out that descriptive studies of groups yield' less

certain evidence of program effects than controlled studies, and that,

uncertainty nukes it necessary to maintain data on various non-program fac-
t

tors that could influence the children's progress. Since many of these

potential influences may be difficult to measure, it may be useful to con-

struct a table summarizing them and their contributions to comp.ariSons you

will want to make. Figure 5 illustrates such a table. Since the possible

influences on children's academic progress are infinite, some rules are

needed for inclusion in the table. We have chosen four kinds of influence:,

Those that school districts already tend to control

Those that school districts could control, but tend not to'

Those related to the quality of the indicators

Those that school districts probably could not control.

Whether these influences are or are not controllable by the school district

should not affect the decision to maintain data on them, since the purpose of

such files is to aid in interpreting comparisons. If the children served

by different schools come from significantly different family backgrounds

and there is reason to believe that this influences' academic progress, th'en

the backgrounds are relevant to interpreting academic progress, whether or
!

pot'the school can control them.

Your own knowledge of the children and the community you serve may f6d

you to hypothesize other influences on children's academic or social pro-

gress in school. You should list these as well. Once you have listed

53'
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Influence Strength of Influence
on Outcomes

Ccintrolled by the School

04!,_

.

L)s Size
:.;

.1-

tiNiculum .

Eligibility Policies
Teacher Education
Presence of Tehqher Aide
Teacher Race ort_Language

Could
tft

be Controlled by the
.° School

-0 Family Attitudes Toward
Education

Teacher Strikes
Distance From Home to
Spot

nt Participation in
School Decisions
Parent Tutoring

Related to the Indicators

Test Anxiety
Reliability of Tests

'0 Match Between Test Coritent
and Instruction

Non-substantive Require-
ments (Child Patience,/
Docility)

(Not Controllable by the
tOool

Parent Income
Parent education
First Language

Neighborhood Value Placed
on Education

Presence of Older Siblings
umber of Adults in the
Home

6
pretest Scores

42.

11.

Availability .41t

of Data/Et

Figureb5, Influences on Outcones: Interpretation of Comparisons
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the influences, you need to identify those that you'consider the most impbrtant

t.

and that must. therefore be recorded in your information system., Asimple

rating scale, where, say, a score of 1 means highly influentialand a score

of 10 means not very influential at all, may suffice for choosing what youVV.
should record. You may alscr-want to 'score these influences on a second scale

that roughly indicates how easily accessible the information would be.

Choosing the Indicators

No indicator will perfectly measure a concept-of interest. Just as the

Gross National Product imperfectly indicates the general economic health of

the nation, so do reading scores imperfectly indicate the general academic

progress of students. But for any given concept, many indicators are

possible--more than can easily be maintained in a descriptive information

system. Thus, you need some means of selecting the most appropriate

indicators. Various criteria can be used to select the indicators most

feasible and useful to maintain. Consider, for example, the following:

and ';Availability: Is the informati n al eady available an needs

to be pulled together, or must n ata be collected?

'Relevance: Of the different possible indicators of a concept of
interest, which most closely reflects the concept?

Precision: How accurate is the indicator?

Cost: What j.s involved in collecting data on the indicator? Hole

U. much staff time? How much paperwork? .If it is a purchased test

or survey instrument, how much do the copies cost, and how much

does scoring cost?

Missing Data: How likely is it that you can obtain 'the information

on alio children or all families? What percentage of the data is

. likely tore missing?

Face Validity,: If audiences outside the school system- -e.g., funding
agencies or the community--will review your data, which indicators

will seem most valid to them? Which will seem less relevant?

Figures 6 and 7 indicate methods for summarizing different criteria for

indicators to show their relative advantages and disachanThges et a F,latl1/4'0.



Indicator

Characteristics of the Indicator

Availability

Relevance
to

General
Concept

Precision

Estimated
Cost of Data

Collection

Likely

Percent of
Missing Data

Face

Validity
Personnel

Non-

Personnel
Frequency of
Attendance at PAC

ti

Frequency of
Attendance at

Parent-Teacher
Conferences

Visits to School

Volunteer
Home Tutoring

Volunteer Teacher
Aide Work

Active

Participation ,

at PAC

t

1

AA =
NA t-

AD =

Already

Not.available

Available'with

available in someone's .file; just needs to he pulled together
but could be easily recorded; person and mechanism are in place
difficulty; new procedures would have to be established to get the data

Figure 6: Indicators of Parent Involvement
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Indicator

Characteristics. of the Indicator

Availability)

aelevance
to

General
Concept

Precision

Estimated
Cost of Data

Collection

Personnel
-Non-

Personnel

Li

Percen of
Missing Data

Face
Validity

S6ndard Test
Score

Criterion-
Referenced Test
Score

Teacher-Assigned
Grades

Teacher-Assigned
IGrades, _Writing

IPages in Workbook

Objectives
Accomplished

Tardiness

1ruancy

Grade Retention

'Referral to

cpeci41 Idwation

1

AA = Already available in someone's file; just needs to be pulled together
NA = Not available but could be easily recorded; person and mechanism are in place

53 AP = Available with difficulty; now procedures would have to be established to get the data

Figuro 7: Indicators of Achievement
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Of course, that glance does not necessarily make selection easier, but it

does provide the information needed for selection.

STARTING SMALL

The exercises that we have described here should help identify the

data that are most likely to be useful to you. However, they all rely on

your guesses about ease of data collection, likelihood of use, and so on.

And because they are based on conjecture, it would be wise not to initiate

a large and complex longitudinal information system at once. Instead, begin

with a small system, perhaps developing a file on one or two waves of child-

ren, or even one on two classrooms. After collecting data for a year or

so, you will no doubt want to modify your system. For example, the first

time you create summary tables, you may wish you had gathered other

information. In fact, if you show your tables to those who asked for this

infoilination, they map well want still further infebnatiod'to interOet the
t

tables. The data on your first small group should then be revised as

needed and maintained for at least two years. This mini-longitudinal system

will enable you to discover other categories of children and measures of

progress that you had not anticipated, which will lead to still further

modifications in system design.

SUMMARY

This chapter has outlined exercises designed to help you determine your

information needs: obtaining "wish lists" of information from those whom the

longitudinal information system is designed to assist; refining those lists

by anticipating comparisons that might be made; and reducing the man) kinds of

Ipotentially useful information to those that are affordable, practical, and

most useful. Chapter 4 is devoted to characteristics of the information

system itself that must also be determined in advance.

so
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IV- CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGNING A DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM

Aside from difficult,decisions about the information to be collected

and maintained in a descriptive information system, the nature of the system

itself must be decided. To some extent, system characteristics depend on

the information chosen; but since the system will cost money, the information

you choose may also depend somewhat on cost limitations. This chapter

therefore reviews the potential limitations of different information systems.

An information system could be merely a file drawer of folders on

#

vidual children, or it could be a large computer with records stored on

cards, tapes, or disks. Whether information is stored in file drawers or

in computers, four characteristics define the system: size, organization,

how it is gathered and entered, and how information is retrieved. These

characteristics must be decided upon before the system is developed, and each

depends partly on factors such as cost and feasibility, and partly. on who

will use the information and how.

SIZE

The size of fhe system means simply the number of pieces of informa-

tion -- data points -- contained in the files. We w earlier that a system

describing children from kindergarten through sixth grade could contain

rec9rds on 28 groups/grades of children. If each group contained 30 children,

e

and one test score was Maintained for each child at each grade, the system

would contain 840 (30 x*28) test scores. Now suppose that each test has six

subtets, and that the system =cords those scores as well: it would then

contain 840 A 6, or 5,040, test scores'

The size of the system just described is defined by the numl,er of child-

u



ren (30 per year), the'number of waves of children (seven), the frequency

of. data collection (once a year for seven years), and the number of indica-

tors (six subtest scores per child per year). But this system already has

a limitation. It does not retain data on children once they graduate from

the sixth grade; that is, it never contains a full seven years of data for

.more than one group of children. If all data on all classes were maintained,

j
the system would eventually contain 8,820 data points (30 children x 7

classes x 7 testing times x 6 subtest scores).

This system is limited in other ways, for it contains no information

on 4..hildren's educational experiences (which programs they were in, what

textbooks they used, when or how often they received Title I services), on

their personal characteristics (whether they are bilingual, their parents'

income, their health), or on outcomes other than test scores (grade retention,

tardiness or absence, social dev-qopment). Yet, as we have seen, such

information may be of interest for various comparisons that might be desired

la-ter on.

There are some mechanical ways of reducing the physical size of the files.

For example, instead of retaining test booklets, scores could be transferred

to individual summary sheets or note cards. This may seem a trivial modifi-

cation, but 8,000 note cards take up.far less room than 8,000 test booklets.

Or only class averages could be kept, so that 30 individual files are re-

duced to one class average; but that may greatly reduce the potential for

later comparison. The 30 children who were in the same early childhood

program May have very different experiences later on, which-cannot be recorded

without individual records.

ORGANIZATION

The way in which information is organized may also help save space, and



will certailffraffect ease of access. For example, if a given record contains

all the data on one child, longitudinal assessment of_individual children's

progress Will be easy, whereas comparisons of group, averages at any one time

will require pulling those scores out of their longitudinal sequence and

averaging them for each group of interest.

TextboOks on information systems usually use the rms subsystem and,,

integration in discussing organization. Subsystjms are certain sections of

the files, and integration is the way in which they are linked, or cross-

referenced. There are three ways of integrating subsystems of information:

horizorital integration, vertical integration, and longitudinal integration

(see Figure 8). Since each is suitable for a different kind of analysis,

it pays to think about what analyses you will want to do before establishing

the system.

Horizontal integration links subsys,tems that contain different kinds of

infotpation -- for example, one containing financial data with another con-

taining achievement data. The best method of horizontal integration depends

on how the data will be Used. If, for example, all the questions asked will

be about the relationship of these two domains, you may want to store the

two sets of information together, say on a note card containing both cost

and achievement data on a given child. But if important questions may relate

only to cost (or only to achievement), that storage method will make data

retrieval cumbersome; a better meth would be to store the cost data

separately
r
and to code the achievement da by the relevant cost categories,

so that it can be connected as needed.

Vertical integration is the summing up of data. If, for example, you

want to average achievement across classrooms, school buildings, or the entire

district, data should be stored so as to facilitate aggregation; in this
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Figure 8: Three Ways of Integrating Subsystems
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case, each unit (classroom, school) may be a subsystem. Aggregation acres

units also means that each subsystem should flag the data that should not

be aggregated. For example, if some children were pretested and then moved

to another school district, yqu may want to exclude their scores when avera

ging. Or if a flood caused one school building to close for a month,-yo

may not want to average the scores of the children in that building with

those of children in others. The individual records in each subsystem, then,

should indicate any unusual circumstances that might affect the averages and

render them uninternretab

Longitudinal integration links information over time. for example, you

may want to compare the achievement at third and at sixtli grade of children who

'61 attended school in your district for their entire elementary school years.

Since you do not want to compare all available scores, the grade-specific

'subsystems must be integrated in a way that allows you to identify the child-

ren you are comparing. To preserve confidentiality, you might want to use

some identification code rather than children's names).

The kinds of integration method used will depend on the content of the

subsystem. For example, one subsystem might contain data on services, and

another data on achievement; or one might contain first-grade and another

Second-grade achievement data, Subsystems are merely filed; but since a

longitudinal data system may contain information on (a) different kinds of

children,,(b) different kinds or quantities of services, (c) different kinds

of outcomes, and (d) different years, some thought should be given to how the

subsystems should be defined, and how linked.

One way to do this is to think about information that will not be

summed or averaged. For example, if you think you will never (or rarely)
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t;

want to pool data on English-speaking and Spanish-speaking children, then )ou
A."

may vraht to develop separate subsysteMs for these groups. Or if you will

never want to pool data on children who did.and did not have early childhood

programs, then again the two sets of data might be stored separately. If

you know you will not average first-grade test scores with second-grade

test scores, then these data should be separate subsystems, coded so that

they can be"linked when'tomparisons are desired.

Conversely, you might think about information that you will want to link.

ti

For example, if you know you will often want to tie data on services to data

on academic progress, you may want to store,both together in-one subsystem.

Test score averages can then be computed for each-kind of service delivered.

To define Categories of service, you may need to develop some table out--

lines for the kinds of comparison Aat might be made. Figures 9 and 10

illustrate two such tables for defining subsystems. Each column jr row (or

cell) can represent one subsystem in the total descriptive information system.

HOW INFORMATION IS ENTERED INTO THE SYSTEM

You have determined the size of your system and how it should be organi-

zed; now you must consider how information will be collected and stored.

It is one thing to decide to transfer-scores onto note cards; quite another

to find someone with the time to do it. If separate subsystems are to be,

develOped for each building, perhaps someone in each building could record

those data; this is espetially useful if the data are to be used mainly by

the staffs in the different buildings. If, however, the,data are intended

for use by a central office, it might make more sense if someone at that

office took charge of all records. In either case, there are costs: in

collecting the data, in transmitting them from the classroom to the person
*

a
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who maintains the'system, and in recording, storing, and upglating them as

needed.

HOW INFORMATION IS RETRIEVED

The fourth dezision about the design of your system is how the informa-

tior,will be retrieved for use. For example, will you want regular reports

on certain things, or would you rather simply get information as you need

it? Most people probably want both. For example, regular reports on

enrollment and budgets may be useful for annual-budget-planning meetings,

and regular reports of achievement may be useful for accounting to the

public. On the other hand, many important decisions that cannot be

anticipated may require special analyses. For these occasions, an ideal

system would include someone who could respond to special requests by Pull-

ing appropriate data, conistructing whatever tables axe needed, and calculat-

ing whatever averages or ,percents might be required.

By this time it should'be clear that not all spontaneous requests for

data analysis will be equally easy to meet. The size and organization of

the syitem will necessarily favor some kinds of analysis over others. The

way the dAta are'stored may make it extremely time-consuming and tedious to

retrieve and organize information for uses that were not anticipated.

- PRIVACY OF RECORDS

Longitudinal information systems require that children can be identi-

fied in some way so that their scores over time can be linked. In the past,

when school records were considered the property of the schools, this was

no problem. Today, however, children's right to privacy is a controversial

issue. -_School,, can no longer completely control the disposition of school

records; parents, and in some cases children, also have a say about the uce

60
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of grades, test scores, and teachers' comments written in students' files.

The chief guarantee of parents' and children's rights in this matter is the

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, often known as the Buckley Amend-

ment, which became law in 1974. This Act, which applies to any institution

receiving program funds through the Department of Education, has two main

provisions:

To guarantee parents or guardians (and students over the age
of 18 or who attend a post-sernndary school) access to their
own records 1T0A

To restrict other people's access ter-these records by re-
quiring parental consent before the data can be released.

The second provision is particularly significant for longitudinal informa-

tion systems, which require that the identity of students be safeguarded.

This po es no problem in studies you conduct, since you'have a legitimate

educatiotal interest and are therefore not required to secure parental

consent before reviewing a child's record. The use of records outside

tne district, however, requires written permission--even if students'

are replaced by numbers or other codes, since identities still could be

traceable.' These rules should be taken into account in the design of the

system, so that they can be observed while your own information needs are met.

COMPUTER VS. MANUAL SYSTEMS

While almost all other prices are rising, the price of computers is

declining. And small computers that can perform a variety of tasks are

becoming increasingly available. This trend suggests that it may be worth

while fbro.you to take time to weigh the costs and benfits of a small com-

puter relative to those of manual information systems.

Computers-have many advantages. For example, if you knou that you will

want certain tables produced each spring, you can program your computer to



produce them automatically; you can also program it to respond to new re-

quests--say, the average reading 'scores of children who have been retained in

second grade vs. those of children there for the first time. Computers can

have built-in safeguards, so that only certain personnel have access to the

information. And sf course their calculations,are not subject to human error.

But computers have disadvantages, too. Though many of the new ones

use languages very close to English, you will still need to train someone in

using your new computer. And because they are mechanical devices, they can

break down, so some amount of repair and maintenance will be needed.

Finding out about computers is as simple as looking in the yellow pages

under Data Processing Systems. Your investigation should include considera-

tion of the. following.

Capability to Meet Your Needs: You should be fairly'sure of
your system needs (size, organization, etc.) so that you can
assess the specific capabilities of different computers to

meet those needs.

,Small Computer vs. Terminal: If you get a small computer,

you have the whole thing right in your building. ,If you
get a terminal, you have telephone access to a.much larger
computer that resides elsewhere. Usually you buy computers,

but you rent terminals. Terminals vary in the extent to
which the files of information can be stored in the termi-
nal itself as opposed to in the main computer.

Maintenance: You should seek a system that includes a main-
tenance service agreement as part of the purchase or lease.

-Training: Check to see how complicated the computer is to
program and use, and how much staff training will be needed.
Also check to see how much training will be offered as part

of the sale or lease.

Characteristics of the Files: ,The information you keep on

file can be stored in the machine iself or on auxiliar luip-
M such as cards, tapes, or "floppy disks." It is not safe

119 keep it only in the machine, for a power failure could
'Wan the loss of the otire file. Most people today prefer

floppy disks to other storage methods. Be sure to investigatu
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the advantages and disadvantages of each for (a) entering
the information, (b) revising or updating it, and (c) re-
trieving it.

Technical Assistance: We suggested earlier that you should
start small, ,1 the size and scope of your system
only after you are sure of your needs. Check which computer
companies offer assistance in determining your needs, or pro-
gramming the computer to meet them. Don't buy until you are
sure that you know what you want and that this system is best
suited to the uses you have defined.

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE

We have described several characteristics of information systems

that must be determined before the system is designed: size, organization,

how inform ion is entered into the system, how it is retrieved from the

system, prix cy of records, and computer vs. manual systems. These

characteristics are interrelated. System size and organifation will depend

on the staff or resources available, on the form in which information loll

be retrieved, and on the intended use. Since -few school- districts can

afford a system containing all possible useful information, system charac-

teristics are partly a function of ho%:. large and sophisticated a,system the

district can afford. Thus, the costs and benefits of different system designs

must be compared, relative to the value of the information they will provide
4

for you.

What do you do once you have read this book' Start with a lot of thin;-

ing. Make some of the wish lists sug t d here to help you estimate, your

needs. Tall, to people. Consult with your Title I Technical Assistance Cent'

staff. Then start a small trial information system. See how you it.

See what questions-people asl. of it. Gradually, you will refine and re\isc

your system as you enlarge it, so that eventually,--perhaps as mu,h

years from now--you will have a useful information system.
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NOTES ON SOURCES OF FURTHV INFORMATION

Writing Computer Programs in BASIC. Wellesley Hills, MA: Applied Decision
Systems, 1970.

This book is a manual on how to use a particular computer program

system. The BASIC program is designed especially for use on computer

terminals, and the-Manual provides guidance on how to use a terminal,

and how to link it with a computer, as well as on how to use the BASIC

sys on your terminal. The total book is just over 50 pages.

Baltes, Paul B., Reese, H.W., and Nesselroade, J.R. Life-Span Developmental

Psychology: Introduction to Research Methods. Monterey, CA: Brooks,

Cole, 1977.

This convenient little paperback book provides a readable in.ft'oduction

to the longitudinal concepts and the various methodological issues involved

in studying and analyzing developmental change. Not only do these authors

discuss research design and control issues, but they also have chapters on

measurement problems in longitudinal data-collection efforts and data analy-

sis and interpretation. The book is divided into five major parts, and

one of them deals exclusively with descriptive systems.

Campbell, Donald,T. Temporal changes in treatment-effect correlations: A

quasi-experimental model for institutional records and longitudinal

studies. Published in the Proceedings of the 1970 Invitational Confer-

ance on Testing Problems. Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing Service,

1970 (pp. 93-110).

-

This 30-page article discusses the problems of determining the effects

of special programs when the ideal conditions of an "experiment" cannot be

realized. Campbell demonstrates the use of correlation coefficients'as tool;

to assist ht the analysis of data, and provides some very well thought-out
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discussions about how to interpret different longitudinal patterns

in the data.

Diederich, PaulB. Pitfalls in the measurement of gains in achievement.
School Review, 1956 (Vol. 64), pp. 59-63.

Although several articles have, been written on this topic since

Diederich's, this short and straightforward article offers a good statement

of some of the most prevalent problems in interpreting data on children's

gains.

Grossman, Alvin, and Howe, R.L. Data Processing in Education. Chicago:
Educational Methods, Inc., 1965.

Although much of the information about particular computers is now out

of date, this book offers a variety ofhelpful advice on how to make the

initial decisions, such as selecting a computer, estimating what it will be

able to do for you. and managing the transition from a manual filing sys-
...

tem to an automated system. The book also discusses some of the economic

dP
and personnel considerations in using computers. Most of these topics are

discussed in the first half of the book. The second half describes various

applications of automated record -keeping in education, such as test'scoring

and repoAing, attendance accounting and bookkeeping.

hie, Norman H., Hull, C. Hadlai, Jenkins, J.G., Steinbrenner, K., and Bent,
Dale H. SPSS: Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. New York:
McGraw -Hill, 1975.

This book is actually a manual on how to use a particular package of

computer programs, the SPSS. The SPSS computer programs are most widely

used by researchers, since they include a we variety of complex statis-

tical analyses. The bulk of this very large book describes the specific
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procedures for using these programs to conduct specific analyses, but the

first two chapters (a total of 27 pages out of over 600) describe general

information about coding data so that these SPSS programs can be used to

analyze it. These first two chapters are particularly worth reading if you

think you may want to conduct very complex analysos and may therefore want

to use the SPSS programs on your computer.

Tuckman, Bruce W. Conducting Educational Research. New York. Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich, 1972.

This textbook is an excellent introduction to a variety of different

aspects of educational research. Three chapters may he particularly use-

ful to those who are planning to develop longitudinal information systems:

Chapters 5 and 6 describe some of the considerations involved in making

comparisons among groups, and Chapter 10 gives very explicit guidance on

how to code data for computer data processing. It also shows examples of

hand-written summaries of data, key-punched cards, and printouts. (Chapter

10 is about 30 pages.)
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